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RSE Newsletter 
 08 OCTOBER 2021

 

Join us on Telegram and stay connected! 

RSE Emergency Group (For monthly contributing members 
towards Quatro)  

RSE Security Group 

RSE Access Monitor Group 

RSE Social Group 

If you want to join any of these groups.   
Please send a Telegram Message to 

 
Nthabi – 081 591 0814 or Josias – 082 562 8441

We encourage you to get connected!  
To your street-rep on your street, or join our Telegram groups.  
If we communicate and keep our eyes and ears to the ground, we 
will be able to manage incidents and take control of situations.  
 
To date we are busy with the following: 
 
  Wayleave 

 Council and the adverts  (we are chasing where we can.) 

 Modify site development plans to accommodate flats. 

 Getting more patrollers onboard. 

 Inviting all new neighbours to join our  
 Ridgefield Security Estate Telegram goups!

Photos by Lynette Nagel  
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We call on all STREET VIEW camera owners to join our 

RSE video feed 
 

These camera angles can be viewed by all of our residents  
on their smartphones!  

Contact Johan @ 083 651 7377 to join!
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 05 OCTOBER 2021

Friends of  
Brookside Meander 

Every first Saturday of the month 
from 8:00 to 14:00 members of the 
community join efforts to clean the 

spruit from the  
N4 to Lynnwood Road.  

For more information, please contact 
Philip Kesting at 
philip.kesting.pk@gmail.com

 
 

 RECYCLING SERVICES (Pty) Ltd 
Website: www.jacrecycling.co.za  

 
Any queries you can contact  
Richard on 082 545 2166 or  

Claude on 064 231 8026  
 

Alternatively you can mail to 
jacrecycling@yahoo.co.za 

                                                                                                                  
Yearly cost will be R 600.00 per year (Works out R 50.00 per 
Month) 
Collection every 2nd Wednesday in the RSE 
Unfortunately they do not recycle polystyrene, polystyrene 
food trays, tin foil and food containers (eg: muffin, cup cake, 
cake holder and food packaging from local supermarkets). 
Unfortunately they do not supply Bags. 
Please use Smokey/ Clear Bags for recycling 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1 Wed 11:27 Camellia: BM in silver Suzuki Car moving slowly from south to north park then go.  

1 Wed 11:28 Camellia: white BMW Driving up and down Camellia. 

1 Wed 11:58 Freesia / Insignis: Suspicious person Cnr Freesia and Insignis watching houses. Escorted out. 

1 Wed 14:07 Bouvardia: Silver Toyota with 3x BM's reported. 

2 Thu 11:33 Caribaea: White VW CFM 55344 vehicle spoQed in front of my house 3 Rmes, parked for long then 
drove off. Also suspicious bm with shorts and blue shirt in front of property. 

3 Fri 10:41 Lorinda: Kia JT68FZ.GP with 2 passengers stopped at gate, driver got out and drove off. 

3 Fri 12:47 Gloudina: burglary, front door and gate broken, TV, PC and jewellery stolen. 

4 Thu 12:59 Camellia: suspicious white Ford Focus cruising very slowly. 

5 Sun 12:28 Lynnridge Mall: AQempted the_ and hijack of Ford Ranger. 

5 Sun 13:43 Camellia: aQempted burglary suspicious silver Polo with 4 bms reported. 

6 Mon 14:10 Bouvardia: suspicious white Toyota ERosJT 92 DW GP standing half in street, 4 bm. 

6 Mon 19:05 Camellia: Uber driver robbed of money, cell and keys in Cul de Sac. 

7 Tue night Freesia: intruder, barefoot prints found on the kitchen courtyard Rles. 

7 Tue 06:09 Daffodil:  Bm encountered in erf 210, stole extension cord, jumped fence to 209 Caribaea. Bm young, 
slender with backpack. 

7 Tue 07:49 Bouvardia: Above person found at no 20, “waiRng for dustbin”. 

7 Tue n.t. Caribaea: above person stole gas cylinder at Bouvardia **1 

8 Wed 00:15 Caribaea: burglary, covered beam, removed glass from frame, stole TV’s. 

8 Wed 01:15 Daffodil: Bm climbed fences from 206 to 202 and back to 206 when dogs barked. Nothing seen on 
streets. 

8 Wed 02:00 Lancia: burglary, aQempt to cover security beam, stole grinder, triggered alarm. 

8 Wed 13:32 Daffodil: silver suspicious car parked in driveway, sped off when resident came out. Silver Mercedes 
hatchback sped past again. 

9 Thu 09:43 Gardenia: suspicious white ERos driving extremely slowly.  

9 Thu 11:14 Camellia: towards Lancia, beggar in red overall and blue top, escorted out. 

10 Fri 04:34 Daffodil: intruders fled to Caribaea st and “disappeared”, 3rd night in a row. Suspects possibly hiding at 
empty houses.  

10 Fri 15:43 Daffodil: suspicious white car drove past house very slowly.  

10 Fri 23:00 Priory: robbery. 

11 Sat 05:32 Freesia: Lynnwood Cabanas, robbery, electronics stolen. 

11 Sat 13:44 Daffodil: Suspicious BM reported at gate. 

13 Mon 03:23 Althea: White Ford Bantam parked outside no occupants.  

2021 September 
Incidents in RSE
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13 Mon 04:23 Daffodil: white sedan driving slowly up street, reacRon sent them out of area in Camellia. 

14 Tue 14:39 Camellia and Gloudina: suspicious white twincab bakkie with canopy, belongs to SAPS.  

15 Wed  08:05 Verbenia: suspicious person sihng, reacRon removed him.  

15 Wed 10:32 Gloudina: guy banging on gates asking for money. 

15 Wed 20:23 Gloudina 179: Corsa bakkie and Golf stopped and “searched” by “SAPS”. 

17 Fri 09:04 Gloudina: suspicious bm with red beanie, leather jacket, blue pants. Escorted out.  

17 Fri 17:01 Greenwood and Lancia, 3 bm ringing intercoms and knocking on gates. Removed from area. 

19 Sun 09:33 Camellia: Suspicious silver Corsa asked to leave area. 

19 Sun 12:02 Lancia: Suspicious BM in front of gate, short dread locks, blue clothes. 

20 Mon 07:07 Clifford: suspicious silver JeQa, turned into Camellia. 

20 Mon 13:37 Bouvardia: pedestrian couple and young child taking posed pictures of houses. 

20 Mon 17:03 Brenda corner Camellia: suspicious car parked – suspect drug dealing. 

20 Mon 19:12 Brenda corner Camellia: White Polo or JeQa with hazards, bms. “Uber” did not pick up anybody. 

21 Tue 06:44 Gardenia: Guy walking up and down for past 20 mins. Dressed as a bin collector but standing around. 

21 Tue 06:55 Daffodil: guy sihng with big pink bag watching house, “dustbin digger”, acRng suspicious. 

21 Tue  n.t. Hibiscus: Garden hose and hose reel stolen from front garden. Bin diggers?  

21 Tue  09:04 Camellia: 7Kw petrol engine stolen from behind garage. It was not visible from the street. 

21 Tue 11:39 Hibiscus: suspicious BL taking photos of houses, “student”. 

21 Tue 20:34 Verbenia: aQempted burglary, gate li_ed from rail. 

21 Tue 21:08 Sasol Garage: White Chev hatchback with 4 bm acRng suspicious. 

21 Tue 21:34 Camellia: Motorbike accompanied by a taxi kombi, going up and down street several Rmes. 

22 Wed 12:37 Rubida and Rollo: Suspicious Ford Focus. 

22 Wed 22:57 Clifford: Suspect white bakkie next to Skip. Asked to leave. 

23 Thu 17:15 Gloudina: Suspicious vehicle, silver Toyota with 4 bms. 

24 Fri 07:13 Lancia: white Toyota driving slowly, watching houses and vehicles. 

24 Fri 15:07 Caribaea: second break-in this month at address. White Honda CRV and 4 BM involved. 

25 Sat 14:15 Camellia:  suspicious bm, black backpack, blue pants, shirtless, escorted out. 

26 Sun  night Daffodil: robbery *8, scared by resident, stole bicycle, jumped over fence to **2, triggered alarm, 
jumped to **6. Le_ tools behind. 

27 Mon 04:35 Althea: 3 bm and yellow bike seen in spruit. 

27 Mon 11:33 Daffodil: Hyundai with Limpopo number plates suspicious
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28 Tue 06:35 Priory: bm with blue pants and orange reflector vest carrying a “broken” TV towards 
Camellia. 

29 Wed  07:37 Priory: Blue Renault Sandero on corner Camellia at Sita, EC number plate, bm with hat. 

30 Thu 18:56 Caribaea: burnt house, Red Citroen with dark windows, le_ when resident shone lights. 

nd Sat 10:00 Bouvardia: burglary at residenRal premises 

nd Mon 22:00 Camellia: River Close: burglary at residenRal premises

GFX by Lynette Nagel  

GFX by Lynette Nagel  
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What do we read in this graph? 

1.      Lower lockdown level, increase in crime – due to restriction of movement. 

2.      Crime now higher than prior to lockdown, people are “hungry” / jobless. 

3.      Suspicious activity increased – more people are aware of crime and report  
 it prior to crime being committed. 

4.      Contrary to expectation due to lower lockdown level since June, crime   
 decreased since the start-up of volunteer patrols.”

GFX by Lynette Nagel  
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We are compiling information of prospective contractors for the following type 
service providers: 

Civil works 

Light-weight steel work Guardhouse 

CCTV systems 

Control room management Access control 

Road signs 

Road markings 

Guards and patrol vehicles 

Please email your company profile and list of references to jz@godisang.co.za 
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